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The pupils deserve their time celebrating and relaxing after another action packed half term, including our U16s netball team
coming sixth in the National Schools Finals. The newsletter will
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holiday, and rather more work, as revision for the upcoming
GCSE and A level examinations takes over their lives for a while.
The school year always seems to be moving at a fast pace and before we know it another academic year will be gone.
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the summer term will be the rush of activity that it always is.
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U16s Netball Team who came 6th in the Country at the Netball Schools Final.

News from Nursery
Children in Nursery have, as ever, been very busy out and about this
half term! They celebrated World Book Day on 2nd March and on 3rd
March they marked World Wildlife Day by starting their wildlife
theme. This saw various visits to the nature garden to explore Quinton
wildlife! Children took photos of birds on the iPad and filled the bird
feeders they’d made. Here are a selection of photos of them all having
fun!
The Nursery Team

QR Meet ‘People Who Help Us’
We have had a very exciting few weeks in QR with our new topic
'People Who Help Us'. We started with a visit from the Police when we
learnt about their job, uniform and how they use finger prints to catch
'baddies'. We then did our own experiment to see what our finger
prints look like and if they are the same as our friends. Next we had a
visit from the Fire Brigade, we learnt that they don't only put out fires,
they also help with road accidents, rescuing animals and saving people
in floods. Children were very excited to have a go with the hose and to
sit in the fire engine, before they drove off with the sirens on.

We are now learning about our bodies,
bones and keeping healthy. We had a visit
from Mrs Sharma who told us about being
a Doctor and working in a Medical Centre.
Children enjoyed being doctors and patients by trying out some of the equipment
that they might see when they visit the doctor such as a stethoscope and thermometer.
This linked in with our visit to the Life Education Bus where Harold the giraffe shared
lots of ideas about how we can keep our
bodies healthy. We learnt that we need 5
lots of fruit and vegetables a day, water, exercise and sleep to keep us healthy. We
then read the story ‘Funnybones’ and have
been learning about our skeleton. Children
have enjoyed measuring bones, making
skeletons and looking at x-rays.
Miss Billington

Q3 Explore ‘Our Local Area’
This term we have finished our topic on ‘Our Local Area’. The children
have spent time using an atlas and its index as well as using an Ordnance Survey Map to understand grid reference, compass directions
and the symbols used. In topic and maths they have also been collecting data about the cars coming in and out of Northampton, the children used this data to create a range of graphs and analysed the information collected.
In Science we have also finished our topic on ‘Forces and Magnets’, the
children enjoyed working in pairs to create their own compass. They
did this be magnetising a needle and then attaching it to a piece of cork
in a bowl of water. To see if they had succeeded they checked that their
compass faced in the same direction as a real compass. To finish our
topic the children have become Formula 1 car designers and worked in
teams to design and build a streamlined car out of lego. These were
tested to see whose car would travel the furthest.
The children also visited the Shoe Museum in Northampton. The
presentations that the children put together were fantastic and it was
clear that they had all enjoyed their visit and learnt lots.
Miss Miller-Chalk

Q4 Build Anglo-Saxon Village!
Q4 have been very busy following a design specification in
order to build their own Anglo Saxon village! The children
have been researching the different elements of the village
in small groups and have found that we needed to include:
A main house made from timber with a thatched straw
roof, two smaller houses; one for weaving and one for small
builds, a pig sty so they could produce their own meat, a
pole-lathe; which turns wood into bowls, a river for their
own source of water and a bonfire area!
Over several weeks the children have developed their research into their own ideas of what the village may look like
and took the time to craft the models out of junk.
Miss Howard
"We think we have done very well at including all of the elements and we think it looks really good when it is all put together. We have learnt so much about the different sections
of the village and we feel really grateful to have all of our
supplies in one house rather than around a whole village!"
Q4 Pupils

Q6 Raise over £600 in RE Challenge
Q6SW have been looking at Christianity this term and one of the
stories of Jesus they studied was the Parable of the Talents. Jesus
tells the story of a master giving his servants money before leaving for a long journey expecting them to use their gifts and abilities to create more money for him.
The challenge given to the children was to take £1 and use it,
however they wished, to create more money which we would then
give to our school charity which this year is the Teenage Cancer
Trust.
You can see the creative way that Nicholas and his dad worked together to raise an enormous sum of £345. The girls below combined their money to buy sweets which they sold which raised
enough money to buy ingredients for them to bake cakes which
they sold at school and at clubs and to family and friends and
they raised in excess of £220.
Other children in the class drew pictures and sold them, made
cookies and sold them or bought sweets and sold them and altogether they raised a staggering £607.58 which will go to the Teenage Cancer Trust.

Jesus told the story to encourage us to use our gifts and talents
for good causes and to help the world around us and I think you
will agree that these children have done just that and raised a lot
of money for a very good cause! Well done Q6SW.
Mrs Herbert

Q6 Take Part in Tasting Session
This term Year 6 have been focusing on eggs and cheese in their
Food Technology lessons. Mrs Crouzieres-Jones’ Food Group
looked at creating a cheeseboard and tasted many different types of
cheese. Pupils each brought in a particular cheese along with crackers, bread, grapes and strawberries.
Pupils enjoyed the tasting session immensely and many of them
tried cheeses they had never eaten before.
Next term we will be looking at "Food for a Picnic" which will include recipes such as Ham and Cheese Turnovers.
Mrs Crouzieres-Jones

Q8 Develop Geography Fieldwork Skills
On Thursday 16th March, Year 8 spent the day investigating
‘Microclimates’ around the school grounds. It was an excellent opportunity for pupils to see some ‘real’ Geography around them and begin
to develop their fieldwork skills further which are essential to the new
GCSEs.
Year 8 worked really well throughout the day. They spent the morning
session developing their hypotheses, learning how to use the equipment and selecting their sites to collect their data from. They then had
the opportunity to explore the school grounds measuring a range of
data, including wind speed and temperature. They also completed
Field Sketches and Environmental Quality Surveys. In addition to this,
they had the opportunity to investigate the deciduous woodland behind the school and explore some aspects of it as an ecosystem. In the
afternoon session, pupils worked hard to interpret their results, form
their conclusions and evaluate their investigation. Pupils produced
beautiful and informative posters demonstrating the entire process
they had been through.
It was an extremely successful and enjoyable day. Pupils worked hard
to complete the task and it was a pleasure to see them develop their geographical skills, as well as their abilities to work in teams.
Mrs Marshall

Q9 Geography Trip to Cadbury World
By Anya Duncan and Emily Robinson
On Tuesday 7th March, Year 9 attended a
Geography fieldtrip to Cadbury World in
Birmingham. We were learning about cocoa production and less economically developed countries or LEDCs for short.
While we were there we learned about
how Cadburys support Fairtrade and
have started to support a new campaign
called Cocoa Life. We also learned that
there is a shortage of cocoa beans so
chocolate prices will go up and will also
be more difficult to retrieve. As well as
learning about chocolate we also learnt
the history of Cadburys.
After a tour around the factory we were
let loose and were allowed to buy as
much chocolate as we could afford and
our pockets could take. Then we had a
quick lunch followed by an interesting
talk from a Cadbury World employee.
Next we were taken to a new 4D cinema
that has been recently built. After 10
minutes of being thrown around and
having screaming and laughter in our
ears (thanks to our friends!), we were
taken outside to do some field work before returning to school.

“The Year 9 Trip to Cadbury World was a very successful and enjoyable day out. Year 9 worked brilliantly throughout the day, taking the opportunity
to find out about cocoa production, Fairtrade and
Cadburys, as well as almost emptying the shop of
chocolate! Pupils have since been developing their
own Fairtrade Campaigns and slogans using the
information learnt on the trip and will be using
these to convince their peers to buy more Fairtrade
products in the future. “
Mrs Marshall

Music at QHS
Last week saw the end of a week of music concerts happening throughout the school.
We were delighted to see so many parents join us to share in the talents of their children.
Reception - Q4 Concert
As always we were delighted and enthralled by the youngest members of the school.
They entertained us with all of their singing and playing, starting with Reception who
reminded us in song of the colours of the rainbow and showed us how to play the
Boomwackers.
Q1 showed us their talents on the Ocarina and Q2 on the recorders. They were all
very excited to demonstrate the skills they had been learning in class and play the fun
tunes they had picked for family and friends.
Q3 wowed us with their incredible Boomwacker playing. For those of you who don't
know the picture below shows some of Q3 playing on the pitched plastic tubes called
Boomwackers. We have had so much fun playing these as we learnt about pitch,
rhythm, note values and chords.
This year we have been lucky enough to add to the range of instruments available to
the pupils the Ukulele. Q4 were the first pupils to learn to play these and have sung
and played their way through a lot of songs, learning to strum and pick.
Add to all of this our brave and talented soloists; Oscar, William, Freya and Ellie, the
African drummers with their rousing rhythms, beautiful singing from the Junior
Quinton Singers and an enthusiastic singing of ‘Ain’t no Mountain’ from all of the
children at the end the concert and I'm sure anyone who was there will agree that it
was a fantastic way to spend an afternoon.
Q5 – Q8 Concert
This concert was filled with talented soloists, duets and trios from all year groups.
They showed us the wealth of talent we have in the school. From pianists to drummers, singers and woodwind players we were treated to wonderful music.
We saw the school band/orchestra perform for the first time since it's reintroduction
in January and it was great to hear the group play with such enthusiasm and enjoyment. Mr White, who is running this group, has done a fantastic job arranging all the
music to suit each individual player so that any musicians in the school can join in
and learn how playing in a group can enhance their experience and really bring fun
to learning to play an instrument.
The Quinton Singers treated us to some tunes from the musicals and sang a beautiful
unaccompanied version of ‘Whistle down the Wind’. While Q5 and Q6 demonstrated
some of the learning that had been taking place in their lessons to do with rhythm
and Body Percussion.
It was an enjoyable evening full of lively music and was really enjoyed by the audience who attended.

Music at QHS
Q9 –Q11 Concert
For anyone who attended this concert it was a true treat for the senses. The evening
included music and drama performances and showed off the amazing talents of the
young people at our school. We were treated to the very best of the GCSE music students with stunning performances from Tabitha Brown and Kieron Parkinson. The
Chinese GCSE students in Q10 showed us again how diversity in music should be
celebrated by singing a traditional Chinese song for us and sharing their musical
talents too. We were also treated to performances from the Woodwind Ensemble,
Jazz Band and the Quinton Quintet Singers. This was accompanied by superb drama performances from Millie Munnien, Tabitha Brown and Christopher Maynard
who showed us why they are hoping to pursue Drama after Year 11 with their own
breathtaking performances. We were delighted by Anya Duncan’s beautiful rendition of a poem and treated to two original and fun duets from Tapi Kumpane, Ella
Joyce, Shania Gerrie and Anya Duncan. Overall an evening to show the very best of
what our pupils achieve in their chosen fields of interest.
We are grateful to all those parents who came along to support the pupils taking
part as only with an audience there do we get to see the full extent of how capable
the pupils are when performing.
Q7 Trip to see the Orchestra
We were delighted this term to be able to take the Q7 on a trip to the Derngate to see
a full Orchestra. It was a special performance for children and with over a thousand
students in the auditorium there was a sense of interest and excitement. We were
treated to demonstrations from the various families of instruments and through it
all was a story led by four young narrators. This was directly linked to the learning
that had been taking place on the Orchestra throughout the term and the pupils
were able to see in real life how one looks and sounds.
Miss Stone

Managing Exam Pressure
We are fast approaching the exam
period
at
school. With exams
can
come
increased feelings of
stress and pressure
for many pupils.
You are not alone
with this and we
encourage you to
talk
about
any
overwhelming feelings you have.

What's the best way to handle pressure?
During the exam period, if your stress is caused by the pressure of being too
busy and trying to fit too much into the day, you will need to plan each day.
Ensure that you have time for work and other tasks, and time for relaxation.
Making time for leisure and exercise is essential to ensure you don’t become
overwhelmed by the stresses of school work and exams.
Remember that a little stress is good for the body and alerts the
mind. But it needs to be short-term and to be followed by a period of relaxation.

Manage your time


Here is some valuable advice from
Mrs
Pates—Head
of Pastoral Care.





Identify your best time of day. You may be a morning person or
an evening person) and do the important tasks that need the most energy and concentration at that time.
Make a list of things you have to do. Arrange them in order of
importance, and try to do the most urgent ones first.
Try to vary your tasks in a day.
Try not to do too many things at once. You could try to start
something else if you have to wait for the next stage in a previous task,
but if you have too many things going on at the same time, you will
start to make mistakes.

Act positively













Once you've finished a task, take a few moments to pause and relax.
Maybe have a healthy snack, spend a few minutes doing something
you enjoy, or try a relaxation exercise.
Have a change of scene. A short walk can make a big difference to
how you feel, even if it’s a simple walk round the block. Try to focus on
what is happening around you, rather than thinking about your worries.
At the end of each day, sit back and reflect on what you've
achieved, rather than spending time worrying about what still needs
to be done.
Try to give yourself a break every so often, if you can, even if it’s
only for a day out.
Make time for your friends. Talking to them about the work load
and the things you find difficult can help you keep things in perspective – and you can do the same for them. Smiling and laughing with
them will also produce hormones which help you to relax.
If you find yourself in conflict with another person due to
stress, try to find solutions which are positive for them as
well as for you. Try to find the real cause of the problem and deal
with it.
Ask for help. If you are struggling, see your form tutor, subject
teacher, Mr Muskin, Mrs Pates or the study support team. We are all
working for the same outcome and can help, it’s not too late.

Try to accept things you can’t change
It isn’t always possible to change the things you don’t like or find difficult,
like revision and exams, but you can try to change your own attitude to
them so you don’t build up resentment – just keep thinking about the results that you can get with a bit more effort – this is something you are in
control of!

GCSE Art Coursework
Students have been busy painting final pieces for their art GCSE exams. We took the opportunity to take some photographs showing
their progress. All students have worked incredibly hard and met
their full potential during their ten hour timed pieces. Well done to all
those involved.
Mrs Whitby

Tia C

Eve W

Ashley I

Cameron D

Hannah H

Vritika M

Morgan W

Tarran V

GCSE Photography Coursework
Photography and DT students have also been busy working on their
final pieces for their GCSE exams. Here are some photos of their wonderful pieces. Well done!
Mr Worby

Bethany W

Ella M

George F

Luke E
Isobel O

Q7 & Q8 DT Work
Year 7 pupils began the year learning the Design Process and appreciating the different stages involved in the designing and making of a product.
The first main task was to design and make a hand-held maze
game and it was good to see a variety of different ideas that were
generated. A number of different tools were used and pupils learnt
how to use them safely and appropriately.
Pupils are now in the process of implementing some electrics into
their next project which involves a test of skill in the form of a
‘steady hand game’

Year 8 pupils began the year investigating mechanisms and designed their own pull along toy which used a ‘cam’ mechanism to
create an extra movement of a separate object or character. The
task was quite tricky and involved much patience and understanding. Pupils produced some effective results.
Pupils are now creating a ‘dancing robot’ that relies on random
motion generated by a motor with an off centred weight. I am looking forward to the results!
Mr Worby

QHS Netball Roundup
It has been another jam-packed netball season this year and it has brought plenty of
success for many of our teams.
The U9 Netball team did fantastically well to win 3 out of 4 matches played. They
were very committed to training and their hard work payed off, winning their last 3
fixtures on the bounce. Massive well done to Elsa Qu and Olivia Crane who were
instrumental in the success of the team.
The U11s had a very positive season with convincing wins over Beachborough, NHS
and BMPS. They had two tough games against Thornton College and Wellingborough who were very strong sides and well drilled. A couple more inches in height
would have been advantageous as we struggled to defend some well-placed ‘high
balls’. Well done to all the pupils who made fantastic progress over the season but in
particular, Miss Power’s most improved player- Felicity Hamilton.
The U12/13 had the busiest season of all, 8 fixtures played over 10 weeks. This left
very little training time and everything had to be learnt through the fixture. This
was especially hard for the year 7 team who were very new to netball but benefited
from the experience of Megan Ransford, Isabelle Phipps and Eloise Ley from Q6.
Standout games from the season include:
Kimbolton—U13 and U12- A 13-7 win for the U13s and a narrow 7-9 loss for the
U12s
Spratton Hall- Two very convincing wins over their 3rds and 4ths.
Bloxham- U12 win
AWS - U13s won 16-8
A big well done to all those that represented both teams so well but in particular to
the following pupils for a fantastic first season:
Olivia Otter, Honor Austin, Hannah Van De Brandeler
The U14/15s had their most successful season to date. The U14s won all of their
weekly fixtures and finished 3rd overall in the county tournament, narrowly missing
out on a place in the regional finals to NHS. They have faced some tough competition mid-week but consistently put out solid performances. Their focus this season
was on preliminary movements and fast drives towards the ball. It resulted in a
strong attacking set up always finished off with fantastic shooting from Polly Wilmott and Ella Joyce.
The U15’s had a brilliant season- only losing once in all competitions, including the
county cup! They benefited from some of the Q9 players in their squad but absolutely deserve their success. They have trained consistently hard and each player has
cemented their position within the team. Jess Horton and Millie Warren were particularly outstanding this season, and it was clear to see that they have improved
from playing with the U16s to national standard as they were unfazed by some of
the bigger, more intimidating fixtures.
QHS U14/15s won all games against:
AWS, Wellingborough, Kimbolton, Stamford Girls, Ratcliffe College

Miss Power

QHS U16s Netball 6th in the Country!
The U16s team has always been so successful and since a young age their aim has
been making a national final. As well as an unbeaten season during fixtures, this
year their national dreams became reality. We travelled to Welwyn Garden City on
Saturday 18th April and only lost one game during our campaign. We finished top 6
in the country for their age group in an incredibly tight tournament. Proof of this is
the fact the overall U16 Champions were Oldham Hulme who we had a respectable 8
-8 draw with. This team have committed themselves to netball from a young age and
many of them have worked their way up within the England Netball performance
pathway. They are all worthy of a heartfelt congratulations from QHS- well done to
the following girls:
Holly Winterburn (Captain), Ashleigh Inwood (Vice), Mel Robinson, Eve Wills, Sophie Houghton, Libby Slater, Tabitha Brown, Jess Horton, Millie Warren, Polly
Willmott
Overall it has been a busy and successful season and I would like to thank all the pupils who have committed themselves to training and fixtures and all parents who
have supported. Have a well-earned Easter Break and I look forward to seeing you
for the Rounders season.
Miss Power

Spring Term Careers Talks
Fri 10th Feb 2017 - Year 9 to 13 Careers Talk from Siemens
This was a very interesting talk, particularly as it was led by an exQuintonian, Claudia Hurst. Claudia spoke eloquently about her route into her
current HR role at Siemens, following the traditional GCSE, A-level and degree path, as well as the range of career options at Siemens. These include engineering, finance, IT, HR, marketing and law. A young apprentice also spoke
about the alternative route he was taking into a very well paid engineering
role.
To view Claudia’s PowerPoint please go the Careers section on the VLE (in
the ‘Extra-curricular’ section). For more information on careers opportunities
and training paths at Siemens, please look on their website:
http://www.siemens.co.uk/careers/en/
Friday 3rd March 2017 - Year 9 to 13 Careers in the logistics industry
Northamptonshire is often referred to as being the centre of logistics ‘Golden
triangle’ thanks to the large number of freight and warehousing companies in
the area, e.g. DHL, Panasonic Logistics, Dachser and XPO Logistics. John
Henderson, the Northants Group Chairman for the Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (CILT), delivered a fascinating talk on the thousands of
opportunities in this sector, where an estimated 600 000 additional workers
will be required in the UK between now and 2020. The biggest demand will
be for customer service roles, managers, transport, IT , finance and administration.
Mr Chapman

UCAS Applications & Results Day
UCAS stands for Universities and Colleges Admissions Service. It's the
centralised service that
students use to apply to
university. Everyone who
wants to study an undergraduate degree in the
UK will have to apply
through UCAS.

UCAS Post Submission of Applications:
When an applicant has decisions for all their university choices
they need to decide which ones they want to accept. The date
they must reply to their offers is shown in Track. This date depends on when they receive the last decision from their universities and colleges. (There’s no single date for all applicants.) If
they don’t reply to their offers in Track on or before
their reply date, they will lose all their offers. They can
accept one offer as their firm choice and a second offer as an insurance choice – in case they don’t meet the conditions of their
firm choice. Any other offers must be declined. Applicants don’t
have to hold an insurance choice. If they aren’t sure if any of the
other offers are right for them, it might be better to wait and see
what’s available in Clearing. This way they won’t have to negotiate their way out of an offer they don’t want.
(If applicants choose an insurance offer they must be willing to
take up the place. If they end up committed to their insurance
place and do not want it, they will have to negotiate with the
university to be entered into Clearing. The university is not
obliged to agree to release the applicant from their commitment
with them; if they do agree they may not action this very quickly.)
Extra – all is not lost if they are not offered a place at any of
their five university choices or if they decline all their offers.
They can use Extra to apply to universities who still have vacancies – it’s an opportunity to look for a place earlier than waiting
for Clearing. They can apply to several courses in Extra but only
one at a time. The Extra process operates from 25 February to
the beginning of July.

UCAS Applications & Results Day
On Results Day (Thursday 17th August 2017):
If a student achieves better than expected results and has met
and exceeded the condition of their firmly accepted offer, they
have a short time to research and secure an alternative course
in Adjustment.
If a student doesn’t meet the conditions of their firm or insurance choice they may still have their place confirmed. This is
at the discretion of the university and depends on a number of
factors; how far off their results are from their offer, other students’ examination results and the popularity of the course.
It’s often worth the applicant calling the university to talk to
them about their application.
If a student doesn’t have either one of their places confirmed
they will automatically be able to use Clearing, unless they
are offered an alternative course. (This may be a different
course, or a deferred entry, or a foundation course entry).
Clearing has lists of courses with vacancies. Students should
contact universities themselves – admissions tutors want to
speak to them, not their parents or teachers.
Good luck to all our Year 13 students this summer in getting
their examination results and getting to the university of
their choice.
Ms Weir/Mr Knox
Co-Heads of Sixth Form

The French Play: Le Café
On Friday March 10th, a pair of terrifyingly energetic young
Parisian actors from the Onatti Theatre Company came to the
school to perform Le Café for Years 7-13. The annual event
was a sell-out, with the best seats changing hands at vastly inflated prices, and there was a pulsating air of expectation in
the morning when the children arrived at school (although
this could be explained by the fact that they were missing period 6).
Lesson 5 finished a little earlier than usual, letting the children off the leash, and they came flooding into the main
sports hall, found their places and murmured in barelycontrolled excitement. Then, when the atmosphere reached
fever pitch, the music struck up and the play began. Basically
it was a comedy about a girl on her first day working in a café
and the various scrapes in which she found herself. The performers used vocabulary and expressions that were accessible
to most pupils – together with the occasional nod towards
higher-level French – and they often helped by pointing to objects they were describing to help the younger ones to follow
what was happening. The play proved to be very entertaining,
with the children mostly laughing in the right places. Mention
must be made of Ella Joyce, Kelly Tran and Joseph Duckett,
who bravely agreed to go up on stage and join in as extras. All
in all, judging from the pupils’ reactions, the event was a great
success and we all look forward to welcoming Onatti back next
year.
Mr Knox

World Book Day
On 2nd March pupils have truly embraced World Book Day with
Nursery & Junior School staff and pupils dressing up as their favourite book characters, Q6 doing original writing in the Senior
School and staff and pupils taking selfies of themselves with their
favourite books.

